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Optimum superimposition of protein structures: ambiguities and
implications
Feng Zu-Kang and Manfred J Sippl
Background: Techniques for comparison and optimum superimposition of
protein structures are indispensable tools, providing the basis for statistical
analysis, modeling, prediction and classification of protein folds. Observed
similarity of structures is frequently interpreted as an indication of evolutionary
relatedness. A variety of advanced techniques are available, but so far the
important issue of uniqueness of structural superimposition has been largely
neglected. We set out to investigate this issue by implementing an efficient
algorithm for structure superimposition enabling routine searches for alternative
alignments.
Results: The algorithm is based on optimum superimposition of structures and
dynamic programming. The implementation is tested and validated using
published results. In particular, an automatic classification of all protein folds in a
recent release of the protein data bank is performed. The results obtained are
closely related to published data. Surprisingly, for many protein pairs alternative
alignments are obtained. These alignments are indistinguishable in terms of
number of equivalent residues and root mean square error of superimposition,
but the respective sets of equivalent residue pairs are completely distinct.
Alternative alignments are observed for all protein architectures, including mixed
a/b folds.
Conclusions: Superimposition of protein folds is frequently ambiguous. This has
several implications on the interpretation of structural similarity with respect to
evolutionary relatedness and it restricts the range of applicability of
superimposed structures in statistical analysis. In particular, studies based on the
implicit assumption that optimum superimposition of structures is unique are
bound to be misleading.
Introduction
Techniques for structure comparison and superimposition
enjoy a broad interest in protein structure research [1].
Required in the analysis of protein structure and function,
protein evolution, modeling by homology, fold recogni-
tion, and many other areas, tools for structure comparison
are indispensable on every protein structure work bench. 
The task is to find an optimum geometric alignment of two
protein structures. One goal is to maximize the number of
pairs of equivalent mainchain atoms and a second is to
minimize the root mean square (rms) error of rigid body
superimposition of these atom pairs. These are conflicting
goals. Consequently, the meaning of ‘optimality’ is
ambiguous. It is not clear, for example, whether superim-
position of 60 residues to 1.8 Å rms error is more significant
than superimposition of 70 residues to 2.0 Å.
Another problem is often neglected: there may be more
than one acceptable solution for the structural alignment
of two proteins. Superimposition of two structures can
have several solutions with distinct residue or atom equiv-
alences which are indistinguishable in terms of rms error
and number of equivalent pairs. Alternative alignments for
helix bundle and sheet architectures have been reported
previously by Godzik et al. [2], but so far a systematic
investigation of alternative alignments in regular as well as
irregular structures is lacking. Relying on a single solution
when alternative but equally acceptable alignments exist
can be misleading in a number of applications. 
Modeling by homology [3], for example, uses the struc-
tures of homologous proteins as starting points for the cal-
culation of unknown structures. If two or more homologues
are available, a first step is to define a common core and to
identify equivalent residues in the templates. If the tem-
plates are distantly related, alternative alignments may
exist, resulting in distinct core assignments. 
In fold recognition and threading (e.g. see [4,5]), protein
sequences are aligned with known structures in order to
find structural models for the unknown fold of a given
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sequence. Development and tuning of these techniques
depends on a set of protein pairs of similar structures and
on the associated structural equivalences, and their perfor-
mance is frequently judged by comparing predicted
sequence/structure alignments with the respective struc-
ture/structure alignments [6]. In these and many other
application areas, results and conclusions based on one
structural alignment may be incorrect and misleading if
alternative solutions exist. 
Structure comparison techniques are time consuming,
especially if they are capable of identifying distant rela-
tionships, and central processing unit times in the range of
1 h for a single comparison are common. At present, the
number of structure determinations by X-ray analysis and
NMR is at a level of several hundred per year [1,7]. In the
coming years, there will be an avalanche of new structures
and a corresponding need for fast techniques to compare
and classify structures. 
The search for alternative alignments requires even faster
and more efficient techniques. In this paper, we describe a
combination of dynamic programming and rigid-body
superimposition to maximize the number of equivalent
residues and simultaneously minimize the rms error of two
structures. The procedure is fully automatic, solely requir-
ing the two sets of coordinates as input, and it yields alter-
native solutions if they exist.
The algorithm is efficient and applicable to systematic
searches of large structure databases. We report results
obtained from an exhaustive search of the Brookhaven
Protein Data Bank (361 structures). Depending on the
size of molecules, execution times for pair comparisons on
small workstations (e.g. Silicon Graphics Indigo [SGI]
R4000) are usually well below 1 min. This enables routine
searches for alternative alignments. 
In fact, a substantial number of structurally related protein
pairs can be superimposed in alternative ways resulting in
distinct alignments which are indistinguishable in terms of
rms and number of equivalent residues. Surprisingly,
alternative solutions are not confined to simple symmetric
topologies such as four-helix bundles, but are also
observed in asymmetric a/b structures. 
Results
Performance and accuracy of the procedure were tested on
several protein pairs of known similarity using the data set
reported by Luo et al. [8] and May and Johnson [9].
Usually the algorithm needs less than 40 s (SGI R4000) to
complete the alignment with a maximum of 90 s in the
case of the 2GCH/3PTN alignment (236 and 223 residues,
respectively). The results are most similar to those
reported by May and Johnson [9], the main difference
being computational efficiency. They reported 6000 s to
complete the 2GCH/3PTN alignment (SGI R3000 CPU).
Comparison of computational speed is difficult for distinct
processors, but this roughly corresponds to a 10-fold
increase in efficiency. 
An exhaustive structure comparison was carried out for 361
representative protein structures, resulting in a total of
64980 structure alignments for all protein pairs. Each com-
parison and corresponding superimposition yields an asso-
ciated number of equivalent atom pairs. Significant
structural similarity among two structures is defined by
two conditions depending on the fraction of residues in
equivalent pairs. For protein A the fraction of residues in
equivalent pairs is QA=EA/LA, where EA is the number of
residues in equivalent pairs and LA is the length of protein
A. A pair of proteins A and B has significant structural simi-
larity if either QA≥0.4 and QB≥0.4, or QA≥0.35 and QB≥0.45
where LA>LB (i.e. at least 35% of all residues of the larger
protein and 45% of the smaller protein are aligned). 
This definition splits the 361 proteins into 191 classes. 118
classes contain a single structure corresponding to a
unique fold. The remaining 73 classes have more than one
member. The classification we obtained matches those
reported previously (e.g. the fold classification based on
structure/structure alignment of proteins [FSSP] database
of structural similarities [10]). In particular, distant rela-
tionships such as similarities between globins and colicin
or among the jelly-roll structures of viruses are detected
automatically.
Structural similarities are sometimes confined to parts of
structures, particularly in multidomain proteins. In such
cases, individual domains match distinct folding patterns.
The algorithm detects such similarities automatically. The
structure of toxic shock syndrome toxin 1 (1TSS-A) con-
tains two domains. The N-terminal domain is similar to
cold-shock protein 7.4 (1MJC), with 50 equivalent
residues whose Ca atoms can be superimposed to an rms
error of 1.5 Å. The C-terminal domain is similar to
immunoglobulin-binding protein G, 1PGB (43 pairs, 1.7 Å
rms error). The alignment is shown in Figure 1. 
Agreement of well established previous classifications
with the results obtained here is necessary for the valida-
tion of the proposed algorithm and it forms the basis for
further investigations. Our main concern here is unique-
ness or stability of alignments. For some protein topolo-
gies, alternative alignments seem to be unavoidable.
Four-helix bundles are prominent examples. Shifting one
bundle along the more or less parallel helices of the
second should yield alternative alignments.
In fact, the algorithm finds alternative alignments for most
pairs of four-helix bundle proteins. Cytochrome B562
(256B-A) can be superimposed with hemerythrin
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(2HMQ-A) in at least two alternative ways. In both vari-
ants, the number of equivalent residue pairs is 76 with
only slightly different rms errors of 1.9 Å and 2.0 Å, but
the sets of equivalent pairs are totally distinct. Similar
results are obtained for other helix bundles. Figure 2
shows two alternative alignments obtained for 256-B and
2TMV-P (tobacco mosaic virus coat protein), having
similar geometric parameters but distinct equivalent pairs. 
Other architectures likely to permit alternative alignments
are several types of b-sheet topologies. As with helix
bundles, two modes of geometric transformations are pos-
sible: shift of one structure parallel to strands or rotation of
one structure resulting in distinct equivalence assign-
ments among strands. For example, superimposition of
chain 1 of bean mottle virus (1BMV-1) and chain A of
tumor necrosis factor (1TNF-A) has at least two com-
pletely distinct solutions. In one, 71 residues are superim-
posed to 1.9 Å; in a second, 70 residues are superimposed
to 1.9 Å. The two alignments differ in their assignment of
equivalent b strands (Fig. 3). For the two mostly b pro-
teins intestinal fatty acid binding protein (1IFC) and
streptavidin (1SRI-B), the algorithm yields three distinct
solutions of comparable quality. One of the two alternative
alignments corresponds to a shift of 1SRI-B relative to the
orientation of 1IFC in the first alignment, the second to a
rotation with completely different strand equivalences. 
Surprisingly, alternative alignments are not confined to rel-
atively simple topologies. The algorithm detects alternative
solutions for a number of mixed a/b structures and irregular
folds. One example is the ferredoxin (1FRD) ubiquitin
(1UBQ) pair, yielding two alignments. The first has 48
equivalent residues superimposed to 1.9 Å, the second 47
residues with an rms error of 2.0 Å (Fig. 4). Further exam-
ples of mixed helix/strand proteins having alternative align-
ments are the pair signal transduction protein Che-Y
(3CHY) and C chain of gd-resolvase (2RSL-C; Fig. 5), and
the pair flavodoxin (1RCF) and 3CHY (Fig. 6).
In all these examples, alternative solutions are indistin-
guishable in geometric terms. In each case, the alignments
have the same number of equivalent residues and similar
rms errors of superimposition. When we are less restrictive
in these terms, the number of alternative alignments
increases correspondingly. Distinct alternative structural
alignments are quite common, as shown in Table 1. The
examples listed are conservative, in the sense that alterna-
tive alignments have very similar geometric parameters
(number of equivalent residues and rms error) but distinct
sets of equivalent pairs.
Discussion
Similarity of sequences or structures often triggers a dis-
cussion on the evolutionary relatedness of the respective
proteins and structure/structure alignments are often used
in the statistical analysis of protein folds. The fact that
many protein pairs have alternative alignments which are
indistinguishable in geometric terms raises several inter-
esting issues and has implications for certain types of sta-
tistical analyses of protein structures. 
If similarity is observed, the issue is whether this points to
divergent or convergent evolution. Related issues are
whether all contemporary biological proteins have a
common ancestor rather than multiple roots, whether
protein topologies are frequently reinvented rather than
conserved and, perhaps most interestingly, whether
protein evolution is fast so that all stable folding patterns
have been found already (even if some or many have died
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Figure 1
Structural alignments of 1TSS-A with 1MJC
and 1PGB. Topologically equivalent Ca atom
pairs are marked by an asterisk. (a) Alignment
of 1MJC and the N-terminal domain of 
1TSS-A (residues 1–93). The 50 topologically
equivalent Ca atoms are superimposable to
1.5 Å. (b) Alignment of 1PGB with the 
C-terminal domain of 1TSS-A (residues
94–194). The 43 equivalent Ca atoms have
an rms error of 1.7 Å.
1MJC     1  ----------------SGKMT-GIVKWFNADKGFGFITPDDGSKDVFVHFSAIQNDGYKSLDEGQ
                              *** *******  ************ ******        *******
1TSS-A   1  STNDNIKDLLDWYSSGSDTFTNSEVLDNS--LGSMRIKNTDGS-ISLIIFPSPYYS--PAFTKGE


1MJC    49  KVSFTIESGAK----------GPAAGNVTSL--
            ***** ***             **  *****
1TSS-A  61  KVDLNTKRTKKSQHTSEGTYIHFQISGVTNTEK




1PGB     1  ---MT-YKLILNGKT-LKGE--TTTEAV--DAATAE-KVFKQYANDN-G-------VDGEWTYDD
                * ********   **     ** *  * *  * ********** *         *******
1TSS-A  94  LPTPIELPLKVKVHGKDSPLKYWPKFDKKQLAISTLDFEIRHQLTQIHGLYRSSDKTGGYWKITM


1PGB    48  A--------------------------TKTFTVTE-
            *                           *******
1TSS-A 159  NDGSTYQSDLSKKFEYNTEKPPINIDEIKTIEAEIN
(a)
(b)
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Figure 2
Alternative structural alignments of 256B-A
and 2TMV-P. (a) Topologically equivalent 
Ca atom pairs are marked by an asterisk. 
The first alignment has 64 equivalent Ca
atoms rms 2.0 Å, the second 62 rms 1.91 Å.
The two alignments are completely distinct,
having no equivalent pairs in common. 
(b) Superimposition of structures. Two copies
of 256B-A in identical orientation are shown
on top. Below each copy, the structure of
2TMV is oriented according to the two
alternative superimpositions. Residues in
equivalent pairs are shown in thick lines, all
other residues in thin lines.
2TMV-P   1  SYSITTPSQFVFLSSAWADPIELINLCTNALGNQFQ----------TQQARTVVQRQFSEVWKPS
                                 *** **  ****             **************
256B-A   1  --------------------ADLEDNMETLNDNLKVIEKA-DNAAQVKDALTKMRAAALDAQK--
                                 ***************   *  ************  *
2TMV-P   1  ---SYSITTPSQFVFLSSAWADPIELINLCTNALGN---QFQTQQARTVVQRQFSEVWKPS----


2TMV-P  56  PQVTVRFPDSDFKVYRY----------NAVLDPLVTALLGAFDTR--NR-IIEVEN-----QANP
                         *             ******************  ** **
256B-A  43  ------------ATPPKLEDKSPDSPEMKDFRHGFDILVGQIDDALKLANEG-------------
                        *                  *****************   *
2TMV-P  56  PQVTVRFPDSDFKVYRY--------------NAVLDPLVTALLGAFDTRN-RIIEVENQANPTTA


2TMV-P 103  TTAETLDATRRVDDATVAIRSAINNLIVELIRGTGSYNRSSFESSSGLVWTS
                       *  *****************
256B-A  83  -------KVKEAQAAAEQLKTTRNAYHQKYR---------------------
                     **********  **  *   *
2TMV-P 106  ETLDATRRVDDATVAIRSAINNLIVELIRGTGSYNRSSFESSGLVWTS----
(a)
(b)
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Figure 3
Alternative structural alignments of 1BMV-1
and 1TNF-A. The geometric parameters are
71/1.9 Å and 70/1.9 Å. (a) Topologically
equivalent Ca atom pairs are marked by an
asterisk. (b) Superimposition of structures.
Residues in equivalent pairs are shown in
thick lines, all other residues in thin lines.
1TNF-A   1  -RTPSDKPVAHVVANPQ-------------------------------------------AEGQL
                      ****                                              *
1BMV-1   1  SISQQTVWNQMATVRTPLNFDSSKQS--------------FCQFSVDLLGGGISVDKTGDW----
                      ************                     ******
1TNF-A   1  ---RTPSDKPVAHVVANPQAEGQLQWLNRRANALLANGVELRDNQLVVPSE--------------



1TNF-A  22  QWLNRRANAL---LANGVELRDNQLVVPSEGLYLIYSQVLFKGQGCPST----HVLLTHTISRIA
              **    **   *****          **************           * ** * ***
1BMV-1  48  ITLV----QNSPISNLLRVAAW------KKGCLMVKVVMSGNAAVKRSD----WASLVQVFLTNS
                                            **********            **** *****
1TNF-A  49  --------------------------------GLYLIYSQVLFKGQGCPSTHVLLTHTISRIAVS



1TNF-A  80  VSYQTKVNLLSAIKSPCQ----RETPEGAEAKPWYEPIYLGGVFQLEK---------------GD
               * ** * **                       ************                 *
1BMV-1  99  NSTEHFDACRWTKSEP-------------------HSWELIFPIEVCGPNNGFEMWSSEWANQTS
                 ** ** **                      *********                    *
1TNF-A  82  Y----QTKVNLLSAIKSPCQRETPEGAEAKPWYEPIYLGGVFQLEK------------------G



1TNF-A 126  RLSAEINRPDYLL---FAESGQVYFGIIAL------------------
            *** * ** **           ********
1BMV-1 145  WHLSFLVDNPKQS-------TTFDVLLGISQNFEIAGNTLMPAFSVPQ
            *********           ********
1TNF-A 125  DRLSAEINRPDYLLFAESGQVYFGIIAL--------------------
(a)
(b)
out again) or it is slow so that only a small fraction of stable
folds has been realized so far. 
In most cases it is difficult or impossible to resolve these
issues because of missing links and large holes in the phylo-
genetic tree of proteins, but similarity of structures in com-
bination with other arguments is sometimes interpreted as
an indication of common ancestry and there is a prevailing
tenet that protein structures are more conserved than
sequences. Conservation of structure implies, however,
that pairs of equivalent residues in related folds are invari-
ant and use of this argument requires that such structurally
conserved pairs can be identified in a unique fashion. 
When alternative alignments exist which are indistin-
guishable in geometric terms, this task becomes difficult
or impossible unless additional criteria are available that
allow us to discriminate the set of evolutionarily related
residue pairs from those pairs that are only geometrically
equivalent. Examples of such additional features that
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Figure 4
Alternative structural alignments of 1FRD 
and 1UBQ. The geometric parameters are
48/1.9 Å and 47/2.0 Å. (a) Topologically
equivalent Ca atom pairs are marked by an
asterisk. (b) Superimposition of structures.
Residues in equivalent pairs are shown in
thick lines, all other residues in thin lines.
1UBQ     1  --MQIFVKTLTGK-TITLEVEPSD----TIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRL-----------IF--
              ********    **********    *  *******         **            **
1FRD     1  ASYQVRLINKKQDIDTTIEIDEET----TILDGAEENGIE-------LPFSCHSGSCSSCVGKVV
             ********   * ********      ********** *         *          ****
1UBQ     1  -MQIFVKTL---TGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPP-------DQ--------QRLIFA



1UBQ    46  -------------------AGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQK--ESTLHLVLRLRGG
                               ******  * *    ***  ******
1FRD    55  EGEVDQSDQIFLDDEQMGKGFALLC--VTY----PRS--NCTIKTHQEPYLA
                               ****      *     **  *******
1UBQ    47  G------------------KQLEDGRT--LSDY-NIQKESTLHLVLRLRGG-

(a)
(b)
could be used to identify conserved residues are a signifi-
cant number of residue identities in one alignment or a
match of functional residues. However, most sets of alter-
native alignments found in this study are indistinguish-
able by these criteria and further investigation of this issue
will be an interesting exercise. In any case, protein pairs
that can be aligned in alternative ways are the rule rather
than exceptions (Table 1) and unresolvable ambiguities in
structural similarity support the argument in favour of con-
vergent rather than divergent evolution.
Structure/structure alignments are often used in the analy-
sis of conserved features of protein folds. The basic idea is
that structural equivalence of residues is linked to hidden
energetic features or other general rules of protein archi-
tecture. In such studies, a database of related proteins is
prepared which contains structurally related residues, and
equivalent residue pairs are scanned for invariant or con-
served features. Obviously, conclusions deriving from
such studies can be misleading, as structure alignments
are ambiguous. 
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Figure 5
Alternative structural alignments of 3CHY and
2RSL-C. The geometric parameters are
56/2.0 Å and 54/1.9 Å. (a) Topologically
equivalent Ca atom pairs are marked by an
asterisk. (b) Superimposition of structures.
Residues in equivalent pairs are shown in
thick lines, all other residues in thin lines.
2RSL-C   1  --MRLFGYARVSTS------QQSLDIQVRALKDAGVKANRIFTDKASGSSSD----RKGLDLLRM
                ********         ************ ***  *******   *      *   *  **
3CHY     1  ADKELKFLVVDDF-------STMRRIVRNLLKELGFN--NVEEAED--GV------DALNKLQAG
                 *******         **********          ****           ** *****
2RSL-C   1  ----MRLFGYARVSTSQQSLDIQVRALKDAGVKAN------RIFTDKASGSSSDRKGLDLLRMKV



2RSL-C  54  KVEEGDVILVKKLDRL------GR-----DTADMIQLIKEFDAQGVSIRFIDDGISTDGEMGKMV
            *     ** *    *        *     ******** *   *   ** *
3CHY    49  GY----GFVI----SD-WNMPNMD-----GLELLKTI-RADGAMSALPVLMVTAEA--KKENIIA
                  ****    *  **    *      ******* **    *******
2RSL-C  56  EE---GDVIL----VKKLDRL--GRDTADMIQLIKEF-DA----QGVSIRFIDDGIS--------



2RSL-C 108  VTILSAVAQAER--------------------
             **
3CHY    97  AAQAGASGYVVKPFTAATLEEKLNKIFEKLGM
                 **
2RSL-C  99  -----TDGEMGKMVVTILSAVAQAER------

(a)
(b)
In fold recognition, the sequence of a protein is com-
bined with the structures in a database of known folds.
In the development and application of this technique we
are confronted with two questions. Provided the data-
base contains a fold related to the structure of the query
sequence, is this fold identified correctly? And if so, is
the alignment correct? The second question is usually
addressed by comparing the set of equivalent pairs
obtained from sequence/structure alignment to the set of
structurally equivalent residues deriving from optimum
geometric superimposition. Obviously, a meaningful
comparison has to take into account all alternative align-
ments.
But this and the previous issues raise another question.
How many alternative alignments can be constructed for
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Figure 6
Alternative structural alignments of 1RCF and
3CHY. The geometric parameters are
75/1.9 Å and 74/1.9 Å. (a) Topologically
equivalent Ca atom pairs are marked by an
asterisk. (b) Superimposition of structures.
Residues in equivalent pairs are shown in
thick lines, all other residues in thin lines.
3CHY     1  ADKELKFLVVDDF------STMRRIVRNLLKELGFNNVEEAEDGVDA------LNKLQAGGYGFV
                ********       ************    ********  *       * **    ****
1RCF     1  ---SKKIGLFYGTQT-GKTESVAEIIRDEFGN---DVVTLHDVSQAE------VTDLND--YQYL
                 ********** ** ***********        *****          **  **     *
3CHY     1  --ADKELKFLVVDDFSTMRRIVRNLLKELGFN------NVEEAEDGVDALNKLQA--GG----YG



3CHY    54  ISDWN-------MPNMDGLELLKTIRADGAMSALPVLMVTAEAK--------KENIIAAAQAGA-
            *****       ****   *   *   *   **********                 *   *
1RCF    51  IIGCPTWNIGELQSDWEGLYSE-LDDVDF--NGKLVAYFGTGDQIGYADNFQDAIGILEEKISQR
            *******    *               **      *********
3CHY    52  FVISDWNMPNMDGLELLKTIRADG---AMSA----LPVLMVTAEA--------------------



3CHY   103  ---SG------------------------YVVKP----------FTAATLEEKLNKIFEKLGM
               **                        ****           ********  *
1RCF   113  GGKTVGYWSTDGYDFNDS--KALRNGKFVGLALDEDNQSDLTDDRIKSWVAQLKS---EFGL-
                          ****  ***     ** ****      ********         *
3CHY    90  --------------KKENIIAAAQASA-SGYVVKPF-----TAATLEEKLNKIFEKLGM----



(a)
(b)
a given pair of structures? In the case of 1IFC and 1SRI-
B we obtain three alignments which are mutually dis-
tinct in terms of the respective pairs of equivalent
residues. In most cases, however, alignments are only
partially distinct, having a few or many equivalent pairs
in common. In addition, the number of alternative align-
ments depends on the tolerance used in the algorithm. If
higher values for rms errors of superimposition and dif-
ferences in distances are tolerated, the number of alter-
native alignments increases correspondingly. Hence, the
issue of exhaustive enumeration of distinct alignments
for a given protein pair is complex and a reasonable defi-
nition will depend on the intended application.
Materials and methods
The structural comparison of proteins has a respectable history [1]. A
variety of different approaches have been developed for the structural
alignment of distantly related proteins. The techniques can be divided
into methods based on intramolecular distances (e.g. [10,11]) and
methods based on superimposition of structures (e.g. [8,9,12,13]). The
computational tools employed include simulated annealing [14], Monte
Carlo optimization [10] and double-dynamic programming [13]. The
technique presented here uses several ideas and components of previ-
ous methods. One goal was to implement a fast algorithm applicable to
automatic searches of large databases and automatic construction of
alternative alignments, another to make the program easy to use and
accessible to the scientific community.
The alignment technique consists of two steps: first, finding initial sets
of equivalent residues, called seeds, and second, finding optimum
alignments for individual seeds. For simplicity, protein structures are
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Table 1
Lists of alternative alignments.
Protein pair Alternative alignments Protein pair Alternative alignments
PDB Length PDB Length No. of rmsd No. of rmsd No. of same PDB Length PDB Length No. of rmsd No. of rmsd No. of same
code code equivalences (Å) equivalences (Å) equivalences code code equivalences (Å) equivalences (Å) equivalences
1AAJ 105 1ETB-2 117 46 2.070 45 2.010 5
1ACX 107 1FNA 91 58 2.045 58 1.998 0
1ACX 107 1HSB-B 99 55 2.118 54 2.101 8
1ASH 147 1CPC-A 162 76 2.131 76 2.198 17
1AYH 214 1XNB 185 91 2.126 92 2.196 27
1BBH-B 131 2HMQ-A 114 69 2.036 69 2.022 0
1BGH 85 1BOV-A 69 41 1.879 43 1.989 10
1BMV-1 185 1TNF-A 152 71 1.883 70 1.893 0
1BMV-1 185 2BPA-2 175 71 2.036 70 2.092 16
1BMV-1 185 2STV 184 90 1.820 91 1.969 24
1BOV-A 69 1MJC 69 43 2.058 41 1.963 5
1CDE 209 1DHR 236 89 1.828 90 1.999 19
1COL-B 197 1ECO 136 80 2.170 78 2.108 16
1COL-B 197 1HBI-A 145 69 2.178 69 2.116 4
1CPC-A 162 1ECO 136 77 2.082 78 2.169 22
1CPC-A 162 1HBI-A 145 67 2.219 67 2.106 0
1CPC-A 162 2HBG 147 81 2.060 81 2.034 24
1CPC-B 172 1HLB 157 73 2.090 75 2.279 0
1CUS 197 1PNT 157 70 1.992 69 1.980 6
1FNA 91 1HOE 74 43 2.087 43 2.064 0
1IFC 131 1SRI-B 121 56 1.838 55 1.845 2
1MJC 69 1SHF-A 59 36 1.877 34 1.798 0
1ONC 104 1AYA-A 101 40 1.807 40 1.829 0
1PAZ 120 1ACX 107 49 2.002 49 2.091 0
1PDG-A 87 2TGI 112 49 1.879 48 1.834 0
1PFC 111 1ETB-2 117 46 1.980 47 2.069 0
1R09-2 255 1BMV-1 185 97 2.058 96 1.976 6
1RCF 169 3CHY 128 75 1.888 74 1.916 1
1RIS 97 8ATC-B 146 53 1.964 53 1.980 8
1STF-I 98 1BRN-L 108 44 2.029 43 1.933 0
1STF-I 98 1GMP-B 96 43 2.043 44 2.110 3
1TEN 89 1HNF 179 61 1.903 61 1.968 0
1TEN 89 1HOE 74 46 2.038 45 2.069 0
1TEN 89 1RBL-M 109 48 1.974 47 1.980 0
1TME-2 255 1BMV-1 185 102 1.999 101 2.080 6
1TNF-A 152 1SLC-A 134 56 1.973 57 2.042 0
256B-A 106 1RCB 129 54 1.883 52 1.731 0
256B-A 106 2ASR 142 71 1.995 71 2.179 0
256B-A 106 2HMQ-A 114 76 1.908 76 2.041 0
256B-A 106 2TMV-P 154 64 1.952 62 1.910 0
2BPA-2 175 1TNF-A 152 69 2.003 69 2.023 29
2HMQ-A 114 1FHA 170 61 1.769 59 1.665 0
2HMQ-A 114 1RFB-A 119 46 1.890 46 1.913 0
3CHY 128 2RSL-C 119 56 2.049 54 1.912 0
1AAJ 105 1HOE 74 41 1.940 38 1.994 3
1AAJ 105 1HSB-B 99 45 2.330 41 1.994 0
1AAJ 105 1TEN 89 48 1.944 48 2.109 0
1ACX 107 1ETB-2 117 52 2.086 48 1.786 0
1ACX 107 1HOE 74 45 1.868 45 2.090 0
1ACX 107 1PFC 111 51 1.981 50 2.178 2
1ACX 107 1TEN 89 61 1.988 59 2.072 7
1ADL 131 1MUP 157 70 1.981 68 2.105 5
1ADL 131 1SRI-B 121 57 2.170 54 2.142 0
1AIZ-B 129 1COB-B 151 53 1.937 50 2.148 13
1AIZ-B 129 1FNA 91 46 1.950 49 2.222 0
1AIZ-B 129 1HSB-B 99 45 1.927 47 2.066 11
1AIZ-B 129 1TEN 89 49 1.991 48 2.207 6
1BBH-B 131 1LPE 144 69 1.688 76 2.190 0
1BBH-B 131 3FLX 79 55 1.661 54 1.834 0
1BGH 85 1MJC 69 41 1.780 38 2.035 0
1BOP 85 8ATC-B 146 52 1.779 50 2.080 0
1CC5 83 1HYP 75 39 2.084 36 2.249 0
1CDL-B 142 1SAS 185 79 1.730 82 1.976 13
1CHB-E 103 1MJC 69 41 1.925 41 2.157 0
1COL-B 197 1CPC-B 172 80 1.825 83 2.128 18
1COL-B 197 1MBA 146 73 2.260 70 2.253 4
1CPC-A 162 1MBA 146 72 2.171 71 2.296 2
1CPC-B 172 1GDM 153 69 1.854 76 2.268 11
1FHA 170 1RCB 129 60 1.667 60 1.757 0
1FNA 91 1HSB-B 99 56 2.046 53 2.096 0
1FRD 98 1UBQ 76 48 1.863 47 1.975 1
1HSB-B 99 1TEN 89 56 1.767 53 2.005 0
1LPE 144 1FHA 170 62 1.675 62 1.871 0
1LPE 144 256B-A 106 80 1.718 85 2.235 0
1LPE 144 2CCY-A 127 78 1.988 80 2.277 0
1MOL-A 94 1GMP-B 96 41 1.746 40 1.831 0
1PAZ 120 1FNA 91 46 1.846 44 1.966 0
1PLC 99 1HOE 74 37 1.876 35 2.052 0
1PLC 99 1HSB-B 99 45 2.170 41 1.960 1
1PLC 99 1TEN 89 49 1.889 48 2.117 0
1R09-3 236 1BMV-1 185 92 2.043 90 2.237 0
1TEN 89 1COB-B 151 57 2.044 55 1.904 0
1TME-3 230 1BMV-1 185 89 1.954 87 2.032 3
1TNF-A 152 2STV 184 81 1.725 77 1.922 1
256B-A 106 3FLX 79 56 1.590 54 1.753 0
2ASR 142 1FHA 170 67 1.716 66 1.823 0
2ASR 142 2CCY-A 127 66 1.797 71 2.010 0
2ASR 142 2HMQ-A 114 65 2.122 63 2.272 0
2ASR 142 2TMV-P 154 78 2.271 71 1.986 0
2HMQ-A 114 1GMF-B 119 55 1.895 52 1.955 0
4FXN 138 1CUS 197 79 2.096 77 2.121 15
4FXN 138 5P21 166 79 2.129 77 2.318 6
represented by Ca atoms, but the use of other or all backbone atoms is
straightforward and implemented in the program.
To find an initial set of equivalent atoms, all possible fragments i and j
of length n of the two structures are superimposed. The pair (i,j)
defines a seed of n atom pairs if its rms error rij<c. n has to be small if
one is interested in weak similarities and c has to be adjusted appropri-
ately (larger values of n generally require larger values of c). Throughout
this study, n=5 and c=3 Å, which is a good choice for most purposes.
Using the corresponding translation and rotation matrices, the com-
plete structures are superimposed. Starting at the C termini of both
fragments a new pair is added to the set of equivalences if dr+1,s+1<c,
dr+j,s+1<c or dr+1,s+j<c, j=2,… where dpq corresponds to the intermole-
cular distance of Ca atoms p (first protein) and q (second protein), and
j–1 is the length of a gap in one of the structures. The procedure is
applied until no new matches are found and is repeated in the N-termi-
nal direction (results are identical if N-terminal and C-terminal searches
are reversed). The complete structures are superimposed again using
the enlarged set of equivalent atoms and followed by a search for addi-
tional equivalent pairs and the whole cycle is repeated until no further
changes in equivalences occur. This set of equivalences defines the
seed corresponding to and originating from fragment pair (i,j) and com-
pletes the first step.
Each pair (i,j) whose initial superimposition yields rij<3 Å defines a
seed. The seeds are sorted with respect to the number of associated
equivalent pairs obtained in the first step. In a second step, the align-
ments are refined by a dynamic programming procedure. The complete
structures are superimposed using only the equivalent pairs obtained in
the first step to define the translation and rotation. Then the matrix dpq
of intermolecular distances is calculated. The distances are trans-
formed according to equation 1:
sij=
 0 dij>c, c2–dij2 dij≤c. (1)
and a maximum path is obtained from this matrix using dynamic pro-
gramming [15,16]. The gap penalty p required in dynamic programming
was chosen as p=10 after some trials. This yields a new set of equiva-
lent residues, an associated rigid body superimposition and a new
optimum path for the S-matrix. The procedure is iterated until no further
changes occur, resulting in the final alignment for this seed. The final
result consists of a set of equivalent atom pairs, the rotation and transla-
tion matrices for optimum superimposition defined by these pairs and
the associated rms error. In the case of closely related structures, dis-
tinct seeds usually result in identical or slightly differing alignments, but
for more distant relationships, distinct alignments can be obtained
having similar numbers of equivalent residues and comparable rms
errors. In the present study, alignments were constructed from the 10
top seeds, corresponding to those seeds having a maximum number of
equivalent pairs. The alignments obtained are compared to each other
and only unique alignments are recorded. In spite of the various cycles
of iterations the procedure is fast. Superimposition is performed using
an efficient algorithm [17] and only a small fraction of distances have to
be calculated for seed extension in the first step. Typically, execution
times are a few seconds to 1 min, depending on the size and similarity
of structures (distantly related structures generally require more cycles
of iteration). In addition, the procedure needs only two parameters: the
distance cutoff c and the gap penalty p for dynamic programming.
Values of c=3.5 Å and p=10 were used in the present study. The
resulting program, called ProSup (Protein structure Superimposition), is
endowed with a graphical user interface based on TCL/TK, a program-
ming system for developing and using graphical user interface applica-
tions [18]. Generally, the program yields a set of alternative alignments,
depending on the number of seeds used in the application. Alternative
alignments can be compared and the superimposed structures can be
displayed and manipulated interactively. The algorithm was tested on
several examples, including an exhaustive structural classification of
protein folds [10,19]. The coordinates of protein structures used in this
study were obtained from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank [7]. X-ray
structures were extracted from the March 1995 release and the result-
ing database was exhaustively scanned for redundancy, i.e. only one
coordinate set was chosen if multiple entries were available for the
same protein chain. Only one representative structure was selected for
classes of proteins having >30% sequence homology. 361 folds
remained for structural classification involving 64980 pair comparisons.
The program and supplementary data are available electronically on the
world wide web site http://lore.came.sbg.ac.at/home.html. Figures were
prepared using MOLSCRIPT [20].
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